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ABSTRACT  

The paper presents a Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) modelling technique based on the 

cylindrical coordinates for axisymmetrical hydrodynamic applications, thus to avoid a full 3D 

numerical scheme as required in the Cartesian coordinates. In this model, the governing equations are 

solved in an axisymmetric form and the SPH approximations are modified into a 2D cylindrical space. 

The proposed SPH model is first validated by a dam break flow induced by the collapse of a cylindrical 

column of water with different water height to semi-base ratios. Then the model is used to two 

benchmark water entry problems, i.e. cylindrical disc and circular sphere entry. In both cases, the 

model results are favorably compared with the experimental data. The convergence of model is 

demonstrated by comparing with the different particle resolutions. Besides, the accuracy and efficiency 

of present cylindrical SPH are also compared with a fully 3D SPH computation. Extensive discussions 

are made on the water surface, velocity and pressure fields to demonstrate the robust modeling results 

of the cylindrical SPH.  

KEY WORDS: SPH; axisymmetric; cylindrical coordinates; water entry; dam break; cylindrical disc; 

circular sphere 

INTRODUCTION  

The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method is a robust numerical modeling technique 

without the use of fixed mesh grids. It originated from the 3D astrophysical applications [1] and its 2D 

form in a Cartesian coordinate has been widely used in the hydrodynamic calculations [2], as well as a 

variety of industry fluid flows [3-6]. Although fully 3D SPH simulations can disclose many interesting 

flow features, such as the large deformation of water surface, multi-interface and moving boundary [7, 

8], the CPU expense is quite demanding for a large flow system where numerous SPH particles have to 
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be used. In spite of some rapid progresses in the computing acceleration technique, i.e. GPU and 

parallel algorithm [9, 10], a practical 3D SPH simulation in engineering scale is still a challenging issue. 

Quite a few interesting hydrodynamic problems involve the axisymmetric features, such as those 

happening during the water entry of a cylindrical plate and a circular sphere, or the collapse of an 

axisymmetric column of water and granular materials. Under a Cartesian coordinate system these must 

be computed by using truly 3D models, although some 2D simulations have been documented in special 

case studies [11]. The original concept of axisymmetrical cylindrical SPH was proposed by Coleman 

and Bicknell [12] and Stellingwerf [13], and later by Petschek and Libersky [14] for the hypervelocity 

impact and long rod penetration. Omang et al. [15] developed a new kernel function for spherical and 

cylindrical coordinates based on the fundamental interpolation theory of SPH for various shock tube 

tests. By this formulation they studied the problem of two colliding spherical shocks using a variable 

SPH particle resolution. Ming et al. [16] further expanded the study of Omang et al. [15] and 

investigated the effect of charge parameters on an underwater contact explosion. In their study, a 

dynamic boundary particle approach was proposed to improve the pressure computations near the 

symmetric axis.  

One common feature of the above-mentioned approaches is that they are established based on a 

modified kernel function under the specific cylindrical coordinate system. Therefore, both the 

complexity of the numerical algorithm and the CPU cost increase significantly compared with the 

counterpart of Cartesian-coordinate SPH. To overcome this drawback, Lee and Cho [17] simply 

normalized the SPH kernel function and transformed the SPH formulations under Cartesian coordinate 

into axisymmetric space. This practice showed quite promising results on an application of a cylindrical 

rod impacting on rigid wall. Besides, a sensitivity study indicated that the numerical results are sensitive 

to the values of artificial viscosity and kernel smoothing length.   

On the other hand, another type of cylindrical SPH approaches, which is based on the 

modification of SPH kernel approximation rather than the kernel function itself, was proposed by Yang 
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et al. [18] for an explosively-driven metallic tube and Baeta-Neves and Ferreira [19] for a jet formation 

induced by the cylindrical-shaped charge. Following benchmark study of Brookshaw [20], both of them 

used a cylindrical plane density to replace with the original volume density in the Lagrangian form of 

SPH continuity and momentum equations. Besides, Seo and Min [21] modified both the SPH kernel 

function and kernel approximation for the study of elasto-plastic contact during the low-velocity impact 

process. Gong and Liu [22] also tentatively explored the idea of axisymmetrical SPH for simulating the 

vertical water entry of a circular disk under cylindrical coordinate. The latest work in this field could be 

attributed to Tavakkol et al. [23], in which a general curvilinear SPH framework was developed. This 

technique has been shown very efficient for the problems in which one dimension is much larger than 

the other, or with higher gradient of the parameters in only one dimension.  

In this study, we aim to develop a simple and effective cylindrical SPH method for axisymmetric 

hydrodynamic applications. The numerical model will be based on the Lagrangian governing equations 

represented under a cylindrical coordinate system. The standard SPH kernel functions will be used, but 

the kernel approximations will be modified, which is similar to the study of Yang et al. [18]. This 

treatment should lead to a more concise numerical algorithm, and meanwhile, save considerable CPU 

expense in large hydrodynamic computations. In addition, further improvement will also be made on the 

density re-initialization of the particles for the purpose of maintaining numerical stability and accuracy. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the cylindrical SPH governing equations 

and solution procedures, with the treatment of initial and boundary conditions. Section 3 is the model 

validation through a benchmark cylindrical water column collapse. Comparisons with a fully 3D SPH 

computation under the Cartesian coordinates are also made to demonstrate the advantage of the 

cylindrical SPH approach in view of its CPU cost and numerical error. Section 4 is the practical model 

application to water entry problems with a focus on the fluid-structure interactions, through the use of a 

cylindrical disc and circular sphere. The convergence of numerical scheme is investigated by comparing 

the SPH simulations with different particle resolutions in the spatial domain. 
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CYLINDRICAL SPH FOR AXISYMMETRICAL PROBLEM  

Governing Equations  

By assuming a compressible fluid, the Lagrangian governing equations in a cylindrical 

coordinate can be written, in the form of continuity and momentum equations, as  

               
第茶第担 噺 伐 茶嘆 峙 柱柱嘆 岫  嘆岻 髪 柱旦童柱馳 髪  柱旦当柱炭 峩                         (1) 

            
第旦梼第担 噺 伐 怠茶 柱丹柱嘆                               (2) 

                     
第旦童第担 噺 伐 怠茶嘆 柱丹柱馳                              (3) 

                      
第旦当第担 噺 伐 怠茶 柱丹柱炭 伐                               (4) 

where と is the density of fluid, t is the time, v is the flow velocity, p is the pressure, g is the gravitational 

acceleration, and r, z and し are the coordinates in the radial, axial and circumferential directions, 

respectively. 

For axisymmetrical problem with  し 噺 ど and 
柱柱し 噺 ど, the governing equations (1) – (4) are 

simplified as  

 
第茶第担 噺 伐 茶嘆 柱柱嘆 岫  嘆岻 伐 び 柱旦当柱炭 噺 伐び 旦梼嘆 伐 び岾柱旦梼柱嘆 髪 柱旦当柱炭 峇                (5) 

 
第旦梼第担 噺 伐 怠茶 柱丹柱嘆      (6) 

 
第旦当第担 噺 伐 怠茶 柱丹柱炭 伐                              (7) 

SPH Formulations in Cylindrical Coordinate  

Following the study of Brookshaw [20], the fundamental SPH interpolations under axisymmetric 

cylindrical coordinates can be represented as  

 極 岫慧岻玉 噺 完 岫慧嫗岻 岫慧 伐 慧嫗┸  岻 慧嫗  (8) 

where  岫慧岻 is any physical variable,  岫慧 伐 慧嫗┸  岻 is the SPH kernel function, h is the smoothing 
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length, and 慧 噺 岫 ┸  岻 is the particle position vector represented in a cylindrical coordinate.  

The discretized form of equation (8) by using SPH particles is represented as  極 岫慧岻玉 蛤 デ 鱈宕
さ盤慧宕匪 盤慧棚匪 盤慧 伐 慧棚┸  匪択珍退怠 噺 デ 鱈宕態訂嘆宕と宕  盤慧棚匪 盤慧 伐 慧棚┸  匪択珍退怠  (9) 

where m is the particle mass, j is the neighboring particle, N is the number of neighbors, and さ岫慧岻 巌に講 と is defined as the 2D plane density under a cylindrical coordinate. The first derivative of equation 

(9) is calculated as 

 極柱代岫慧岻柱慧 玉 蛤 デ 鱈宕態訂嘆宕茶宕  盤慧棚匪 柱茸盤慧貸慧宕┸竪匪柱慧択珍退怠  (10) 

By using relevant SPH principles, the second term on RHS of equation (5) can be written as 伐と辿 岾柱旦梼柱嘆 髪 柱旦当柱炭 峇辿 噺 伐岾柱岫と旦梼岻柱嘆 髪 柱岫と旦当岻柱炭 伐  嘆 柱と柱嘆 伐  炭 柱と柱炭峇辿 噺 岾 嘆 柱と柱嘆 伐 柱岫と旦梼岻柱嘆 峇辿 髪 岾 炭 柱と柱炭 伐 柱岫と旦当岻柱炭 峇辿 噺
怠態ヾデ 鱈宕嘆宕 盤 辿嘆 伐  棚嘆匪 柱茸盤慧套貸慧宕┸竪匪柱嘆套択珍退怠 髪 怠態ヾデ 鱈宕嘆宕 盤 辿炭 伐  棚炭匪 柱茸盤慧套貸慧宕┸竪匪柱炭套択珍退怠 噺 怠態ヾデ 鱈宕嘆宕 岾 辿棚嘆 柱茸套宕柱嘆套 髪  辿棚炭 柱茸套宕柱炭套 峇択珍退怠    (11) 

where  辿棚嘆 巌  辿嘆 伐  棚嘆,  辿棚炭 巌  辿炭 伐  棚炭,  辿棚 巌  盤慧辿 伐 慧棚┸  匪┸ 柱茸套宕柱嘆套 巌  柱茸盤慧貸慧宕┸竪匪柱嘆 鞭慧退慧套, and 
柱茸套宕柱炭套 巌

 柱茸盤慧貸慧宕┸竪匪柱炭 鞭慧退慧套 are defined.  

Therefore, the SPH continuity equation under a cylindrical coordinate reads 

 
第茶套第担 噺 伐び辿 旦套梼嘆套 髪 怠態窒デ 鱈宕嘆宕 岾 辿棚嘆 柱茸套宕柱嘆套 髪  辿棚炭 柱茸套宕柱炭套 峇択珍退怠  (12) 

On the other hand, the RHS of equation (6) can be written in the SPH discretized form as  伐岾怠茶 柱丹柱嘆峇辿 噺 伐 峙 怠茶嘆 岾柱岫嘆丹岻柱嘆 伐  峇峩辿 噺 伐 峙 怠茶嘆 柱岫嘆丹岻柱嘆 峩辿 髪 岾 丹茶嘆峇辿 噺 丹套茶套嘆套 伐 怠茶套嘆套 デ  棚 丹宕嘆宕態窒嘆宕茶宕 柱茸套宕柱嘆套択珍退怠 噺 丹套茶套嘆套 伐にぱデ  棚 丹宕嘆宕態窒嘆套茶套態窒嘆宕茶宕 柱茸套宕柱嘆套択珍退怠 噺 丹套茶套嘆套 伐 にぱデ  棚 丹宕嘆宕遅套遅宕 柱茸套宕柱嘆套択珍退怠                                    (13) 

Further considering  ど 噺 伐岾丹茶 柱怠柱嘆峇辿 噺 伐 丹套茶套 デ 鱈宕態窒嘆宕茶宕 柱茸套宕柱嘆套択珍退怠 噺 伐にぱデ  棚 丹套嘆套態窒嘆套茶套態窒嘆宕茶宕 柱茸套宕柱嘆套択珍退怠 噺 伐にぱデ  棚 丹套嘆套遅套遅宕 柱茸套宕柱嘆套択珍退怠      (14) 

with combining equations (13) and (14) to obtain 
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 伐岾怠茶 柱丹柱嘆峇辿 噺 丹套茶套嘆套 伐 にぱデ  棚 丹套嘆套袋丹宕嘆宕遅套遅宕 柱茸套宕柱嘆套択珍退怠  (15) 

Similar derivations can also be applied to the RHS of equation (7) to reach 

 伐岾怠茶 柱丹柱炭峇辿 噺 伐にぱデ  棚 丹套嘆套袋丹宕嘆宕遅套遅宕 柱茸套宕柱炭套択珍退怠    (16) 

Therefore, the SPH momentum equations under a cylindrical coordinate become 

 
第旦梼第担 噺 丹套茶套嘆套 伐 にぱデ  棚 丹套嘆套袋丹宕嘆宕遅套遅宕 柱茸套宕柱嘆套択珍退怠  (17) 

 
第旦当第担 噺 伐 伐 にぱデ  棚 丹套嘆套袋丹宕嘆宕遅套遅宕 柱茸套宕柱炭套択珍退怠  (18) 

To stabilize SPH computations, it is common practice to add an artificial viscosity to the 

momentum equations (17) and (18). Here the damping term as proposed by Colagrossi and Landrini 

[24] is used 

 ほ辿棚 噺 崔貸池達套宕逐套宕袋痴逐套宕鉄茶套宕 携辿棚 ぉ 慧辿棚 隼 どど 携辿棚 ぉ 慧辿棚 半 ど  (19) 

 ど叩但 岩 竪携套宕ぉ慧套宕弁慧套宕弁鉄袋待┻待怠竪鉄 (20) 

where と辿棚 巌 岾と辿 髪 と棚峇 【に and  辿棚 巌 盤 辿 髪  棚匪【に are defined,  辿 and  棚 are the artificial sound speed, 

and 携 噺 岫 嘆┸  炭岻 are the velocity vector. The artificial viscosity coefficient   in Eq. (19) plays an 

important role in the free surface stresses [25].    

Then the final form of SPH momentum equations with the viscosity term is as follows 

 
第旦梼第担 噺 丹套

と套嘆套 伐 にヾデ  棚 磐丹套嘆套袋丹宕嘆宕
さ套さ宕 髪 ぃ套宕態ヾ卑 柱茸套宕柱嘆套択珍退怠  (21) 

 
第旦当第担 噺 伐 伐 にヾデ  棚 磐丹套嘆套袋丹宕嘆宕

さ套さ宕 髪 ぃ套宕態ヾ卑 柱茸套宕柱炭套択珍退怠  (22) 

Here the improved Gaussian kernel function [24] is used for the proposed cylindrical SPH as 

  岫 ┸  岻 噺 班 奪貼桃鉄貸奪貼纏
ヾ竪岫怠貸怠待奪貼纏岻 ど 判  隼 ぬど  半 ぬ   (23) 
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where  噺 弁慧 伐 慧ガ弁【  is defined. 

The pressure of fluids is computed by the Equation of State, which follows the weakly 

compressible SPH (WCSPH) approach [2] as  

           噺  釆磐 と
と轍卑け 伐 な挽                                (24) 

where け is an exponential constant that normally takes value around 7.0 in hydrodynamic simulations, 

と待 is the reference density with 1000 kg/m3 for water, and the coefficient   takes 700000. 

Similar to standard WCSPH approach, the present cylindrical SPH scheme also uses XSPH to 

smooth out the particle fluctuations to stabilize the computation. The following correction is imposed 

after the velocity is solved from the governing equations  

                  
辰慧套辰担 噺 携辿 伐 ごデ 携辿 辿棚択珍退怠                              (25) 

where   is a smoothing constant in the range of 0.0 ~ 1.0, depending on specific applications. In this 

paper, the value recommended in [24] is simply adopted, i.e.  = 0.5.  

Density Re-initialization for Cylindrical SPH  

Following equation (9), we can have   

                              び辿 噺 デ 鱈宕態訂嘆宕  辿棚択珍退怠                             (26) 

                           1噺 デ 鱈宕態訂嘆宕茶套  辿棚択珍退怠                             (27) 

By referring to the principles of density re-initialization under a Cartesian coordinate, the following 

representation can be derived from the division of above two equations as 

                      び辿 噺 デ 悼宕鉄肺梼宕茸套宕登乳転迭デ 悼宕鉄肺梼宕徳套茸套宕登乳転迭                             (28) 

This should be applied every 20 time steps in the computation, as recommended by [24]. Based 

on the previous computational experiences, the choice of time step seems not to influence this number. 
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It has been found that this correction technique is able to effectively reduce the density errors arising 

from the inconsistency of particle mass and volume, and thus significantly improve the SPH numerical 

accuracy. Similar treatment has not been explicitly documented in the previous cylindrical SPH studies. 

Free Surfaces and Solid Boundaries 

Due to its mesh-free nature, the free surface boundary conditions in SPH can be automatically 

satisfied and there is no special treatment required on the free surface. The present SPH model is a 

single-phase one without considering the influence of the air.  

The solid walls are treated by the dynamic SPH boundary approach of Gomez-Gesteira and 

Dalrymple [26]. That is to say, one layer of the particle is placed on the solid boundary and additional 

three layers of the dummy particle are placed outside of the solid boundary to maintain the kernel 

compactness. The number of layers depends on the support length of SPH kernel function, which makes 

sure that enough particles can be searched near the solid wall boundary. This is independent of the 

computational particle size. The continuity equation (12) and pressure equation (24) are both solved on 

the wall and dummy particles. Therefore, the non-penetration boundary condition is satisfied on the 

solid walls. 

MODEL VALIDATION THROUGH A CYLINDRICAL DAM-BREAK FLOW  

The dam break flow caused by the collapse of a cylindrical column of fluids is widely found in 

the engineering field, such as those documented in [11]. During this process, the movement of 

underwater flow jet, the collapse of submarine medium and formation of the granular material cavity all 

demonstrate a cylindrical shape. Usually a fully 3D numerical simulation is required to provide accurate 

flow information under a Cartesian coordinate, although 2D models sometimes provide a reasonable 

approximation along certain particular planes. By using the proposed cylindrical SPH modeling 

approach, such a problem can be simplified to 2D but with sufficient accuracy. Meanwhile, the 
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computational expense is also greatly reduced. In this section, we revisit the cylindrical dam-break flow 

experiment carried out by Martin and Moyce [27] for the purpose of validation of the proposed model. 

In SPH model setup, a cylindrical column of water with base radius of  待 噺 ど┻どのば   is used to 

study the subsequent collapse and flooding process. The height of water column is  態 待, where  態 

represents the ratio of dam height to base radius. To compare with the laboratory experiment [27], two 

parameter settings of the water column,  態 噺 な and 2, are considered. For analysis the length scale is 

normalized by base radius  待 and the time scale is normalized by k 噺   岫 巽嘆轍岻怠【態.  

To study the convergence of numerical results, three different particle sizes are used in the initial 

setup. The particle spacing is given by  待【 , where   is the number of particle in the radial direction. 

Three alternative values of  噺 40, 80 and 160 are used for the comparison of the results. The 

computational time step is fixed at   噺 の 抜 など貸胎  ┻ The choice of time step was based on the Courant 

sound-speed stability criterion by following [24]. The particles are uniformly placed in 2D r-z plane 

with r = 0 being the central axis at the beginning of computation. So a true 3D flow scenario can be 

visualized through rotating the numerical results around axis r = 0 by an angle of 360°.  

To compare the accuracy and efficiency of 2D cylindrical SPH with a 3D Cartesian SPH model, 

the latter computation is also carried out by using the particle numbers of  噺 20 and 40 in the radial 

direction. Accordingly, a relatively larger time step of   噺 に 抜 など貸滞   is used. To save CPU time, 3D 

SPH simulations are carried out only in the first quandrant of computational domain thanks to the 

axisymmetrical feature of the problem. That is to say, only a quarter of the water column located within 

x > 0 and y > 0 is simulated and the symmetric boundary conditions are imposed at x = 0 and y = 0 

planes. In principle, the proposed “symmetric boundary conditions” are based on the standard SPH 

mirror particle boundary approach, which was initially developed to enforce the correct solid boundary 

conditions. The difference is that the symmetric boundary here ensures the fluid particles to move 

following the tangential direction of the symmetric plane and thus complement the motion of fluid 
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particles on another side. Similar treatment has also been done by Liu et al. [28] for modeling the 3D 

tidal bores. 

Fig. 1 shows the initial particle configuration in 2D cylindrical SPH and 3D SPH computations 

for the height-to-base ratio of  態 噺 な and radial particle number of  噺 ねど, in both side and top 

views. Table 1 summarizes the CPU efficiency between 2D cylindrical SPH and 3D Cartesian SPH 

under the different height-to-base ratios of  態 and the different particle numbers of m in the radial 

direction. The comparisons are made in terms of the total number of time step, total CPU time and CPU 

time per time step, respectively. It is clearly shown that in the 2D cylindrical SPH computations, the 

particle numbers in  態 噺 に double those in  態 噺 な for the same particle resolutions of  . As a result, 

the CPU time per time step increases accordingly in the same rate. Under an identical  態, the doubling 

of m leads to an increase of the particle number by four times, and therefore, the same increase in CPU 

time per time step. On the other hand, the particle number doubles in 3D SPH simulations following the 

same increase in  態. Similarly, when m doubles the number of particles increases by eight times in a 

3D situation. Although the total particle numbers are similar in 3D SPH with  噺 にど and in 2D with  噺 ぱど, their CPU expenses differ as much as 20 times. The reason is that the neighbouring particle 

search is carried out in the order of O(N3) in a 3D SPH, while it is in the order of O(N2) in 2D 

computations (where N is the total particle number). This could justify the superiority of proposed 2D 

cylindrical SPH for solving practical 3D axisymmetric problems.  

To validate SPH computations, the time-dependent leading edge of the dam break flow relative 

to the axis of symmetry is shown in Figure 2, compared with the experimental data [27] for the two 

different height-to-base ratios. For each ratio, the different particle numbers are used in the 2D 

cylindrical and 3D Cartesian SPH computations, to demonstrate the convergence of numerical results. It 

is shown that the 2D cylindrical SPH computations can closely match with the experimental data when 

the particle number in radial direction reaches m = 160, while the same accuracy can be achieved with 

m = 40 in 3D SPH simulations. This behavior is observed for both  態 噺 な and 2. Here it should be 
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pointed out that a full 3D simulation can achieve good accuracy with less particle numbers, which is due 

to that more robust governing equations are used. In SPH point of view, the particles are more 

concentrated with their neighbors and therefore, sufficient particles can always be found in the 

computational process. On the other hand, the 2D cylindrical SPH, although it is equivalent to 3D 

model in principle, the situations could become different in the numerical aspect. In the initial setup, the 

particles closer to the symmetric axis possess a small volume. During the motion, these particles could 

move to a spacious space but still with their initially fixed volume. Then this should cause some 

numerical errors especially for a long-time SPH simulation. With regard to the 3D SPH results, for the 

case of  態 噺 な, the total particle number is only half of the case  態 噺 に. So it has a more strict 

requirement on the spatial resolution, leading to the obvious effect that  噺  ねど results are much 

better than the  噺 にど results. However, there are already sufficient particles existing in the case of  態 噺 に throughout the computational process. Thus there is almost no much difference observed 

between the simulation results using  噺  ねど and にど. Generally speaking, the 3D Cartesian SPH 

results are more accurate than the 2D cylindrical ones in term of the computational accuracy, while by 

considering the huge CPU offset (maximum up to 28 times), the 2D model demonstrated its great 

potentials in the axisymemtirc applications.  

To further demonstrate the spatial and temporal dam-break flow features computed by the 2D 

cylindrical SPH model, Figures 3 shows the particle snapshots with pressure contour at several time 

instants. The results are provided by using  噺 なはど with the height-to-base ratio of  態 噺 な in one 

radial plane. It indicates a good simulation in the evolution of water column height and surge front. 

Besides, it clearly shows the pressure evolutions from being highly non-hydrostatic at the early stage of 

dam break to being almost quasi-static at the later stage. Very smooth and stable pressure fields have 

been obtained with negligible pressure noises. This implies the accuracy of pressure solution schemes in 

the present 2D cylindrical SPH approach.     

As mentioned earlier, a density re-initialization technique is imposed to reset the density every 
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20 time steps. This aims to eliminate the accumulation of density errors increasing with the 

computational time. According to [24], the mass conservation in SPH can be naturally satisfied because 

each particle has a fixed mass and if the number of particles is constant. However, by using the 

evolution equation of mass the numerical consistency cannot be enforced exactly between the mass, 

density and the occupied area. To alleviate this issue, the density field should be periodically 

re-initialized. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this correction technique, Figure 4 (a) and (b) provide 

the particle pressure snapshots at one time instant, computed with and without the use of the density 

re-initialization technique. The results are provided with  態 噺 な and  噺 なはど for the 2D cylindrical 

SPH computations. It shows that the development of high-frequency pressure oscillations computed 

without the density re-initialization lead to unphysical flow interpretations. In addition, the negative 

pressures should be generated from such a pressure field which eventually triggers the so-called tension 

instability. This finding is also similar to that documented by Colagrossi and Landrini [24] in their study 

of two-phase dam-break flows. 

MODEL APPLICATION IN FLUID-STRUCTURE INTERACTIONS 

In this section, two benchmark water entry problems are investigated by using the proposed 2D 

cylindrical SPH modelling approach. 

Water Entry of a Cylindrical Disc  

The problem of solid body entering a free surface of water has received considerable attentions 

in the field. According to Glasheen and McMahon [29], as basilisk lizards and shore birds run along the 

water surface, they can support their body weight by slapping and stroking into the water with their feet, 

thereby producing a ventilated air cavity under the water. They can pull their feet out of the water 

before the air cavity closure. The relevant foot motions actually explore the hydrodynamic process of 

low-speed water entry. Due to its practical significance, early works most concentrated on the water 
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entry with a relatively high falling speed, in which the influence of gravity and hydrostatic pressure can 

be ignored for the simplicity of problem. Then the flow conditions were mainly dominated by dynamic 

pressure. However, for the water entry with a low speed, the gravitational force cannot be ignored and 

the influence of hydrostatic pressure, which dominates over the dynamic counterpart, must be accounted 

for. This leads to a bigger change in the pressure condition during the downward motion of falling 

object.   

In this section, the numerical simulation of a cylindrical disc entering the water is carried out, 

following the laboratory experiment of Glasheen and McMahon [29]. Two different radices of the disc 

are studied, i.e.  噺 ど┻どな   and ど┻どに  , respectively. The computational domain is shown in Figure 

5, where the initial water depth is 0.4 m and the radius of cylindrical water flume is 0.2 m. The SPH 

computations are executed for the different combinations of disc radius   and Froude number defined 

by 繋堅 噺  待態【岫  岻, where  待 is the initial entry velocity of disc when in contact with the still water 

surface. In the experiment [29], the falling velocity of object was kept nearly the same at  岫 岻 噺  待. 

This was achieved by carefully selecting the weight of disc to match with the flow resistance when the 

disc reaches its terminal falling velocity. As a result, the disc was subjected to zero acceleration during 

the later stage of entry process. 

In SPH simulation the particles were initially arranged on a staggered grid system with the 

particle spacing 0.002 m. Then there are 19900 inner fluid particles and 2212 solid boundary particles, 

including both the disc and tank walls. A constant time step of ッ 噺 の 抜 など貸胎  is adopted. The 

computation stops when the air cavity region behind falling disc is completely sealed off. This used 

220000 ~ 240000 time steps on a standard desktop computer (CPU AMD Athlon64 3000+) and cost 

around 24 CPU hours. The 2D cylindrical SPH results will be provided on one particular ず  plane 

under cylindrical coordinate, and 3D scenario can be visualized by rotating the results fully around its 

central axis. 

Figure 6 shows the instantaneous closure of air cavity region behind the entry disc, for different 
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disc radiuses R and Froude number  r. It clearly discloses the influence of Fr on the closure shape of 

cavity region. Since Fr number represents the counterbalance between gravitational and inertia forces, it 

should generate different effects on the fluid particle motion. It is shown from Figure 6 that when Fr is 

small, such as around 1.0, almost no cavity region is observed and the water tongue just closely attaches 

to the upper surface of cylindrical disc. However, when Fr further increases, both the length and size of 

cavity region increase, until a considerable dimension is formed. Besides, the pressure contours indicate 

that larger pressure areas mostly concentrate near the impact region of the disc, especially the upper 

edge of cavity region. 

For the selected disc radius R = 0.02 m and Froude number Fr = 20, the time evolution process 

of cavity region behind the entry disc is shown in Figure 7, where the normalized time is given by ぷ 噺  岫 【 岻怠【態 and both the particle snapshot and flow velocity field are illustrated together. It is shown 

that at the initial stage of entry when the disc just touches upon the water surface (at time ぷ = 0.56), the 

water particles underneath the disc are subjected to an instant downward acceleration. As the object 

descends, the fluid particles are accelerated laterally and atmospheric airs fill in the void area left behind 

the object (at ぷ = 1.12). With the continuous descending of object, the fluid particles, which have been 

displaced by the motion of object, are accelerated radially inward behind the object due to hydrostatic 

pressure (at ぷ = 1.68). Eventually, at ぷ = 2.4363 the fluid particles at some intermediate depth start to 

converge and then totally seal off the cavity area from the atmospheric air, during which there is an 

extremely large deformation of the free surface. However, the effect of the compressible air cannot be 

addressed due to the use of present single-phase SPH model. It is also found from Figure 7 that larger 

velocity regions mostly happen near the free surface in form of a jet, as well as the fluid region on 

frontal side of the disc and the converging cavity wall behind the disc. 

To quantitatively validate the SPH computations, Figure 8 shows the normalized disc entry 

depth  坦奪叩狸【  against the square-root of Froude number Fr1/2. Two different radiuses of disc are 

studied, i.e. R = 0.01 and 0.02 m, respectively. Meanwhile, the experimental data of [29] are also shown 
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for a comparison.  坦奪叩狸 is defined as the depth of disc at the moment of cavity closure. It is obvious 

from the figure that the computed disc depth is linearly proportional to Fr1/2, which is consistent with 

the experimental results. Although the mass of disc used in experiment had been chosen to balance the 

fluid drag force during entry, the velocity of disc still decreases somewhat slightly at the initial impact. 

In comparison, a constant vertical velocity is imposed on the falling disc in SPH computation, therefore 

the computed relative depth  坦奪叩狸【  is always slightly higher than the experimental measurement. 

Besides, for the two radiuses of disc, three different SPH particle sizes are used to check the 

convergence of model, i.e. 0.004 m, 0.002 m and 0.001 m, respectively. This is also shown in Figure 8 

and it shows that the refined SPH computations are closer to the experimental data, and the difference 

between two refined SPH runs is smaller than that between two rough runs.  

Figure 9 (a) and (b) provide the particle pressure snapshot at certain time during the disc entry, 

for the study on the influence of density re-initialization on numerical stability. The positive 

performance of density correction scheme is fully demonstrated by the smooth and noise-free pressure 

patterns as shown in Figure 9 (a), while a very chaotic pressure field is found in Figure 9 (b) due to the 

accumulation of density error. 

Water Entry of a Circular Sphere  

In this section, we apply the model to a more general situation of circular sphere entry into the 

water to demonstrate the capacity of 2D cylindrical SPH. The high-performance simulation of a snooker 

ball impacting on free surface by Maruzewski et al. [30] indicated that 3D water entry process is very 

complex in terms of the flow evolution. Although this is geometrically simple, the sphere impact could 

constitute a difficult problem in various engineering fields.  

Here the accuracy of cylindrical SPH is further examined by comparing the numerical results 

with experimental data of Aristoff et al. [31]. Rather than studying the standard time history of sphere 

displacement, we focus on more challenging hydrodynamic features such as the shape of air cavity, and 
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the pinch-off time and depth. According to [31], the pinch-off time is defined as the time duration that 

the center of sphere spends to travel from the free surface to pinch-off point. These interesting issues 

have been investigated with the coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian method [32, 33], but not in SPH field 

probably due to the requirement on high-resolution particles in a 3D simulation.  

A schematic setup of the computational domain, including boundary and initial particle 

distributions, is shown in Figure 10. The radius of the falling sphere is  待 噺 ど┻どなにば   with an initial 

impact velocity of 2.17 m/s that is normal to the water surface. The radius of the cylindrical tank is 0.14 

m with a water depth of 0.3 m. The initial particle spacing is taken to be  待【など and a constant time 

step of   噺 に 抜 など貸胎  is used. The artificial viscosity coefficient   in Eq. (19) is taken to be 0.003. 

The original state is described by the uniform particle distribution within 2D r-z plane as shown in the 

figure, with pressure field being hydrostatic. The next cylindrical SPH simulations are carried out for 

the sphere with four different densities, as documented by Aristoff et al. [31]. The simulation stops at 

the time when the cavity region behind falling sphere is completely sealed off. Here it should be 

mentioned that a coupled SPH model has been used in the computation of the sphere motion. Since only 

one degree of the vertical motion is considered, the coupled model is relatively straightforward. In 

principle, the computed pressures are integrated over the surface of the sphere and then used to calculate 

its acceleration, which is similar to Gong et al. [34]. 

The computed particle snapshot and pressure field during the sphere entry are shown in Figure 

11, for the four different sphere materials. Meanwhile, the experimental photos of Aristoff et al. [31] are 

shown for a comparison. It is shown that the cavity region and its evolution demonstrate a good 

agreement between the experimental photos and SPH results for all cases, in spite of a slight delay in 

the numerical pinch-off time. Besides, the vertical movement of sphere with time is also accurately 

reproduced. The figure shows a relatively larger error in case of the smaller density ratio as compared 

with the larger one. This could be attributed to the counterbalance between the gravitational force of the 

sphere and the hydrodynamic force arising from the neighboring fluids. For a low density sphere, these 
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two forces are nearly equivalent and thus even a slight fluctuation in the pressure field could generate a 

larger impact on the sphere motion, while this pressure effect becomes much less substantial if the 

self-weight of the sphere dominates the kinematic motion. 

The results show that the pressure field changes from the initial hydrostatic state when the 

sphere starts going downwards. Then the pressure wave quickly propagates radially downwards inside 

the tank until reaching the solid walls and reflecting back. Larger density sphere creates more 

substantial dynamic pressure waves, which is accompanied by a large water splash on the free surface. 

The advantage of SPH computations has been clearly demonstrated by its tracking of the free surface 

deformation. Moreover, the smooth and noise-free pressure distribution supports the reliability of 

numerical solution scheme. 

Figure 11 also shows that the trajectory of sphere and the cavity shape near pinch-off point differ 

with the sphere density. With an increase in density, both the pinch-off depth and the depth of sphere at 

pinch-off increase accordingly. The pinch-off time becomes longer as well. As soon as the sphere enters 

into the water, an axisymmetric cavity region forms below the surface with a splashing curtain above. 

With the further sphere descending, it transfers momentum to the fluids by driving it radially outwards. 

Then this inertial expansion of the fluid is counterbalanced by the hydrostatic pressure, which 

eventually reverses the direction of radial flow and causes the collapse of cavity. The process of cavity 

collapse continues until to a moment of cavity pinch-off, when the initial cavity area is split into two 

smaller ones. Generally speaking, the above cavity evolution features computed by proposed cylindrical 

SPH model are highly consistent with the experimental studies of [31]. 

For a more quantitative validation of the numerical model, the time histories of the sphere entry 

depth are shown in Figure 12, for the four different sphere densities. This clearly demonstrates the 

accuracy of the present 2D cylindrical SPH computations for all the test conditions. Besides, to gain a 

more thorough understanding on the characteristics of water cavity during the deceleration of sphere, 
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four normalized parameters as recommended in [31] are also compared between the SPH results, and 

the experimental data and theoretical solutions in [31]. The comparisons were carried out only for one 

specific Fr number that was used in the SPH simulations. Generally speaking, there is a satisfactory 

agreement among three sets of the data across all the sphere densities, but in some cases it can be 

observed that the SPH results seem to be closer to the theoretical values.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The paper proposed a cylindrical SPH numeral model for axisymmetric hydrodynamic 

applications. One distinct feature of the model is that it transforms a practical 3D axisymmetric problem 

into a 2D plane space, therefore significantly improves the computational efficiency. Three benchmark 

hydrodynamic tests are carried out, including the collapse of a cylindrical column of water and water 

entries of the cylindrical disc and circular sphere. Compared with documented experimental data, and 

also through the numerical sensitivity analysis, it was found that the proposed 2D cylindrical SPH 

computation can achieve almost the same accuracy as a full 3D SPH, but meanwhile the CPU expenses 

were greatly reduced. 

In the future study, a two-phase cylindrical SPH model should be developed so as to address the 

effect of compressible air during the fluid-structure interactions. Besides, an explicit pressure and force 

comparisons would be important for more robust validations of the numerical model. 
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Fig. 1  Cylindrical 2D (left), 3D side (middle) and 3D top (right) views of initial particle 

configuration in SPH setup  
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Fig. 2  Relative distance of surge front to the axis of symmetry versus normalized time, 

compared between 2D cylindrical SPH, 3D Cartesian SPH and experimental data [26] 
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Fig. 3  Particle snapshots of water column collapse computed by 2D cylindrical SPH model 
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Fig. 4  Particle pressure field of dam break flow computed by 2D cylindrical SPH with (left) and 

without (right) density re-initialization 
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Fig. 5  Computational domain for cylindrical disc entry  
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Fig. 6  Computed air cavity region just prior to closure for different disc radius R and Fr 

numbers  
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Fig. 7  Computed time evolution of cavity region behind the entry disc (Fr = 20 and R = 0.02 m)  
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Fig. 8  Comparisons between SPH results and experimental data [27] on cavity closure depth  坦奪叩狸【  against square-root of Fr number  
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Fig. 9  Particle pressure field of disc entry computed by 2D cylindrical SPH with (left) and 

without (right) density re-initialization 
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Fig. 10  Schematic setup of computational domain for sphere entry  
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Fig. 11  Comparison between experimental photos [29] and SPH simulations on sphere entry for 

different sphere densities  
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Figure 12 The time history of sphere entry depth for the different sphere densities 
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Figure 13 The characteristics of water entry cavity for different sphere densities. The symbols denote 

the dependence on Fr 1/2 of the normalized (a) pinch-off depth zpinch; (b) pinch-off time tpinch; (c) sphere 

depth at the pinch-off z(tpinch); and (d) ratio of the pinch-off depth to depth at the pinch-off zpinch/z(tpinch) 
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Tables 

  

Table 1 Comparisons of CPU efficiency between 2D cylindrical SPH and 3D Cartesian SPH 

 

  態 m 
Number of 

particles 

Total time 

step 

Total CPU 

time 

CPU time 

per step (s) 

2D 

Cylindrical 

SPH 

1 40 1600 687000 2h 54m 0.015 

2 40 3200 485800 3h 06m 0.023 

1 80 6400 687000 9h 30m 0.050 

2 80 12800 485800 13h 13m 0.098 

1 160 25600 606500 37h 00m 0.220 

2 160 51200 460750 52h 43m 0.412 

3D 

Cartesian 

SPH 

1 20 6800 163810 51h 32m 1.133 

2 20 13600 125620 58h 45m 1.688 

1 40 52280 143060 250h 52m 6.313 

2 40 104560 120770 383h 00m 11.417 

  

 


